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South Asian Kidlit 2018 – Part 2 – Novels
These books are traditionally published and are either by a South Asian author, contains a South Asian
Main Character, or involves South Asian culture.

Title: Power Forward
Author: Hena Khan
Illustrator: Sally Wern Comport
Publisher: Salaam Reads
Publication Date: May 8, 2018
Category-Genre: Chapter Book
ISBN: 978-1534411999
Synopsis:
From the critically acclaimed author of Amina’s Voice comes the first book in an exciting new chapter
book series about a fourth-grader named Zayd Saleem with big dreams of basketball stardom. There are
only a few small things in his way.

Title: Ramadan: The Holy Month of Fasting
Author: Ausma Zehanat Khan
Publisher: Orca Books
Publication Date: March 27, 2018
Category-Genre: Middle Grade – Nonfiction
ISBN: 978-1459811812
Synopsis:
Ramadan: The Holy Month of Fasting explores the richness and diversity of
the Islamic tradition by focusing on an event of great spiritual significance
and beauty in the lives of Muslims. Rich with personal stories and stunning photographs, Ramadan
demystifies the traditions and emphasizes the importance of diversity in a world where Islamophobia is
on the rise.
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Title: Amal Unbound
Author: Aisha Saeed
Publisher: Nancy Paulsen Books
Publication Date: May 8, 2018
Category-Genre: Middle Grade – Contemporary
ISBN: 978-0399544682
Synopsis:
Bookish Amal loves learning and dreams of becoming a teacher one day until an
accidental run in with a corrupt local landlord in her Punjabi village results in
her being taken into his home as an indentured servant. Amal feels hopeless at
first but learns to navigate her new life and wonders if perhaps, just maybe, she could change things for
her town and take this landlord down once and for all.

Title: Damselfly
Author: Chandra Prasad
Publisher: Scholastic
Publication Date: March 27, 2018
Category-Genre: Young Adult Fiction
ISBN: 978-0545907927
Synopsis:
In the wake of a crash landing on a deserted tropical island, a group of private
school teens must rely on their wits and one another to endure. When their initial
attempts to escape the island fail, the teens find they need to survive more than the jungle . . . they need
to survive each other.

Title: My So-Called Bollywood Life
Author: Nisha Sharma
Publisher: Crown Books for Young Readers, Random House Children's Books
Publication Date: May 15, 2018
Category-Genre: Young Adult - Romantic Comedy
ISBN: 978-0553523256
Synopsis:
Winnie Mehta must learn to choose between free will and destiny as she struggles
to gain control of her school's film festival. Luckily, she gets a little help from a
Bollywood movie star along the way.
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Title: Mariam Sharma Hits the Road
Author: Sheba Karim
Publisher: HarperCollins
Publication Date: June 5, 2018
Category-Genre: Young Adult – Contemporary
ISBN: 978-0062445735
Synopsis:
Three South Asian American best friends pile into a car and start driving south,
making all kinds of pit stops along the way--from a college drag party to a
Muslim convention, from alarming encounters at roadside diners to honky-tonks
and barbeque joints, each mile of the road bringing them closer to their own truths, and each other.

Title: A Reaper at the Gates
Author: Sabaa Tahir
Publisher: Razorbill, an imprint of Penguin Young Readers
Publication Date: June 12, 2018
Category-Genre: Young Adult – Fantasy
ISBN: 978-0448494500
Synopsis:
The highly anticipated third book in #1 New York Times bestselling author
Sabaa Tahir's EMBER QUARTET.
Beyond the Martial Empire and within it, the threat of war looms ever larger. Helene Aquilla, the Blood
Shrike, is desperate to protect her sister's life and the lives of everyone in the Empire. But she knows
that danger lurks on all sides. Far to the east, Laia of Serra knows the fate of the world lies not in the
machinations of the Martial court, but in stopping the Nightbringer. And in the land between the living
and the dead, Elias Veturius has given up his freedom to serve as Soul Catcher. But in doing so, he has
vowed himself to an ancient power that demands his complete surrender--even if that means abandoning
the woman he loves.

